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Alain De Clercq Profiles Facebook Learn about working at ALAIN DECLERCQ. Join LinkedIn today for free. See who you know at ALAIN DECLERCQ, leverage your professional network, and get images for Alain Declercq Stay up to date with Alain Declercq (French, 1969). Discover works for sale, auction results, market data, news and exhibitions on MutualArt. Alain Declercq: VOLTA 22 Jul 2010 · 5 min · Uploaded by Mudam Luxembourg Alain Declercq Anti-héros, 2000 Impression noir et blanc sur bâche PVC 205 x 215 cm · snooze · Centre d'art contemporain, la maréchalerie -- énsa-v · Alain Declercq. Sabotage · Subscribe to Alain Declercq. Search form. Search. Advanced search. Compte client. E-mail or username *. Password *. Request new Alain Declercq: Poster / Interview on Behance The French artist Alain Declercq (Paris, 1969) has parked his monumental artwork My Home is a Castle II (2013) on the DOK site at the Handelsdok near... Entretien d’artiste : Alain Declercq - YouTube “My point of view was to survey those who do the surveying.” In his installations, photographs, drawings and films, Alain Declercq explores the structures of The Quarantine Series Book: Jan Christensen, Alain Declercq. View the profiles of people named Alain De Clercq. Join Facebook to connect with Alain De Clercq and others you may know. Facebook gives people the power. Alain Declercq Mr. Alain Declercq serves as a Director of Hoccinvest S.A.. MUDAM: Alain Declercq Installer, photographer, performer, video maker,. Alain Declercq is, above all, known for his “actions” full of irony and calling into question today s oppressing Alain Declercq Discography at Discogs Alain Declercq, Navy, 2002. Tirs sur panneaux de placop–tre point /Shoots on painted plaster panels . In addition to the VOLTA fairs, the MART family of art and Alain DECLERCQ - Directeur de la société Sas Alain Declercq. Alain DECLERCQ Voyelles XXV. 2 000,00€ · Alain DECLERCQ Miel Enjoys. SOLD · Alain DECLERCQ Kiss Yourself Sweet Honey. SOLD · Alain DECLERCQ Sas Alain Declercq - Saint Pierre Quiberon 56510 (Morbihan), 175. · View Alain Declercq biographical information, artworks upcoming at auction, and sale prices from our price archives. Freelance cameraman Alain Declercq Kuurne Alain Declercq, Director: Protection Civile. Director Writer. Contribute to IMDb. Add a bio, trivia, and more. Update information for Alain Declercq » ALAIN DECLERCQ (NÉ EN 1969) Rest in peace, Negroponte . Biography. Various structures of power, the forces of order, contemporary forms of oppression and security, and media manipulation are the core concerns of Alain Declercq on Vimeo Retrouvez la biographie, l' interview, les coordonnées, les mandats ainsi que toutes les informations concernant Alain DECLERCQ sur BFMBusiness.com. Alain Declercq — Portfolio — Slash Paris Alain Declercq (né le 6 novembre 1969 à Moulins, Allier), est un artiste plasticien français. Il vit et travaille à Paris et New York. Il est représenté à Paris par la Alain Declercq esse arts + opinions Complete your Alain Declercq record collection. Discover Alain Declercq s full discography. Shop new and used Vinyl and CDs. Alain Declercq artnet Alain Declercq, born in France, lives and works in Paris studiodeclercq@gmail.com www.alaindeclercq.com www.loevenbruck.com ALAIN DECLERCQ LinkedIn Alain Declercq — Wikipédia La compagnie SAS ALAIN DECLERCQ, est implantée au 175 RUE GENERAL DE GAULLE à Saint Pierre Quiberon (56510) dans le département du Morbihan. SAS ALAIN DECLERCQ (SAINT PIERRE QUIBERON) Chiffre d . Sébastien Thiery. Conception graphique. Intégral Ruedi Baur Paris. Chantal Grossen, Ruedi Baur. Sébastien Thiery. Mise en page. Alain Declercq, Chantal Alain Declercq : Documents – Les presses du réel (book) SNOOZE. Alain DECLERCQ Du 9 avril au 14 juin 2014. Cycle d’expositions en partenariat avec la Maison des Arts de Malakoff et le Pavillon Vendôme de galeriefontana Alain Declercq - Fontana Gallery The Quarantine Series Book [Jan Christensen, Alain Declercq, Plamen Dejanoff, Juul Hondius] on Amazon.com. "FREE" shipping on qualifying offers. SPACE - ALAIN DECLERCQ 1 août 2018. SAS ALAIN DECLERCQ à SAINT PIERRE QUIBERON (56510) RCS, SIREN, SIRET, bilans, statuts, chiffre d' affaires, dirigeants, cartographie, Declercq, Alain Art Auction Results - MutualArt Alain Declercq s book is a retrospective of his works, with 208 pages in colour and some 350 photographs of works. It is the outcome of a graphic collaboration Alain Declercq - Idea Books Freelance cameraman Alain Declercq. Markesteenweg 42. 8500. Kortrijk. Tel: 056 25 90 30. Gsm: 0475 28 28 11. nieuws@alaindeclercq.be. Alain Declercq Profiles Facebook ?View the profiles of people named Alain Declercq. Join Facebook to connect with Alain Declercq and others you may know. Facebook gives people the power Extra Muros My Home Is A Castle II Alain Declercq - S.M.A.K. In his installations, photographs, drawings and films, Alain Declercq explores the structures of power and the forms of oppression that they engender — security. Alain Declercq Vue de l exposition personnelle à la galerie Chez Valentin en 1999. Alain Declercq Feed Back/Mikrophon, 1999. Bureau, fauteuil, micros, enceintes. Alain Declercq Artwork for Sale at Auction Alain Declercq Biography View Alain Declercq s artworks on artnet. Learn about the artist and find an in-depth biography, exhibitions, original artworks, the latest news, and sold auction Alain Declercq: Executive Profile & Biography - Bloomberg June 2011 took on entire conception, art direction and graphic realisation Alain Declercq is a contemporary artiste living in Paris, France. Check his very ? Alain DECLERCQ - Huberty-Breyne 21 Oct 2017. ALAIN DECLERCQ (NE EN 1969) Rest in peace, Negroponte 2740 tirs de 22 Long Rifle sur mélaminé 150 x 150 cm. (59 x 59 in.) Réalisé en Alain Declercq - IMDb Based in Paris and New York, Alain Declercq is an important, accomplished and provocative French artist with a mature ideological drive enough so to have.